
Sekhem-Seichim-Reiki

It was taught to me that Seichim and Karuna are

"different energy" than traditional usui reiki.

Others teach that Karuna and Seichim "vibratre"at a

"higher level". Some teach that Seichim (or

Sekhem) and Karuna are a "higher vibrational"

energies than reiki.

To me and most Reiki Masters they feel

very different to work with.

Seichim  refers loosely to a group of energy healing and

transformational systems that were developed from the

original practices of Patrick Zeigler in 1980.  Patrick

reported having snuck in and stayed overnight in the Great

Pyramid in 1979 or 1980.  The description of his

experience was remarkably similar to two other written

accounts of people that obtained the permission of the

Egyptian Government to spend the night in the Pyramid. 

Patrick reported that he was struck with a powerful energy.

In a very short period of time, he was attuned by a Sufi

Master in Khartoum.  When he returned to the United

States he studied Reiki with Barbara Weber Ray.  Seichim

would then appear to be a combination of the Pyramid

experience energy, the Sufi empowerments, and Reiki.

The energy was called Seichim.  This name was given it by

a spirit named "Marat", channeled by a friend of Patrick's. 

The energy was first passed on to several people including

members of Patrick's family.  T'Om Seaman was the forth

to receive these hybrid Reiki formated Seichim

attunements.  T'om in turn attuned Ken Lowry and Phoenix

Summerfield.   T'om Seaman, Ken Lowry, and Phoenix

Summerfield working seperately and together developed

the basics of this system.  T'om and Ken's system was

called "Reiki Seichim, Seichim Reiki, Renengade Reiki, or

7 Facet Seichim".

The energy is thought to be

"transformational" in nature.  It is used

both to heal, as well as to help accelerate

your personal development and help

achieve your true potential.

TTThere are some that claim that Seichim

has been around for a very long time and

that it existed in Ancient Egypt, Atlantis

and LemuriaThe Symbols
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WELCOME TO THE SEKHEM SEICHIM ENERGY HEALING

COMMUNITY

In this time of accelerated Spiritual growth it is time to share all the ancient

knowledge, Sekhem is one of the great gifts that has been brought to our Planet.

throughout its history people have attempted to control this energy.  Now as 2012

approaches the controls are being melted away and freedom in our choices is

growing at an exponential rate. This website is created to be a hub to share and

express our knowledge of Sekhem and open the doors so it can no longer be

controlled but shared by humanity.

You may post info about your Seichim Healing Courses here.

Learn from others about Seichim Healing and Seichim Symbols.

Feel free to Post the Seichim Healing Symbols here on our Photo Gallery.

All Seichim Lineages are Welcome.

It is time for all the Lineages to come together as one.

This is when the true Heart of Seichim  Healing Energy will be revealed and

experienced.

Join us in Egypt 2012 for the very First Sekhem Seichim and  Seichem Reunion

Now is the time for all the Sekhem Seichim Seichem linages to come together. Once

we all come together it will be like the Rainbow coming together to form the white

light. Our SEKHEM family will be one. Join us in person or spirit.  
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Featured Blogs / Podcasts / Articles

SEKHEM SEICHIM SEICHEM REUNION (PatrickZ)

posted Wed January 19th 2011 @ 9:16 PM

This is Patrick Zeigler, I am currently contacting as

many Seichim, Seichem and Sekhem Teachers and

Practitioners to let them know about a Seichim,

Seichem and Sekhem Reunion. This will be the first official reunion for

those teaching Seichim, Seichem or Sekhem (SKHM). The reunion is also

open to anyone who wants to connect with our SKHM family. I am

currently doing a search on Google to help locate as many people so we

can have a successful Reunion. The Reunion is scheduled to take place

on 12:12:2012. in Egypt. Please help us spread the word. Read More »

Initiation effects on the Chakras, Sekhem Seichim

Energy (PatrickZ)

posted Wed January 19th 2011 @ 4:28 PM

Typical alignment for the chakras is facing outward, moving out

from the front and back of the body. When an initiation process

begins, the chakras flip or rotate upwards creating a vertical

column of Sekhem light. This Sekhem Initiation is typical of the type experienced

in our family of energy ie: Seichim, Sekhem, Seichem and All-Love. The heart

chakra is the key, once the heart chakra begins to rotate the others will follow

naturally creating a beautiful column of light. Read More »

ALL-LOVE SEKHEM EVENTS

December 2012  Print

 

 

Week

 

 

Month

 

 

Agenda
 

 

 

Events shown in time zone: Auckland

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat

       

25 26 27 28 29 30 Dec 1

       

       

2 3 4 5 6 7 8

     (12:30am) Pre-Reunion Classes

       

9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Pre-Reunion ClassesGiza, Egypt - Reunion Egypt Tour

       

16 17 18 19 20 21 22

Egypt Tour   

       

23 24 25 26 27 28 29

       

       

30 31 Jan 1 2 3 4 5
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